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amended June 17, 1~85 and 
May 19, 1986) 

Applicatic:m 87-01-0Q2,·· 
(Filed JanuAry 5, 1987) 

I .85-03~078 . 
(Filed March 20, 1985) 

OIl 84 , 
(Filed December 2, 1980) 

C.S6-11-028 
(Filed November 17, 1986) 

1.81-()2~025 
(Filed February 11, 1987) 

C.87~07-024 
(Filed July 16, 1987) 

ORDER GlWrrIIfG LIlI1TED REaKARIHG 
ARD MODIFYIRG OECISIOR 91-07-056 

Decision 91-07-056 CD.9'1-(}7-056 or the Deoision) 
adopted a monitoring prOgram for the t~lephone utiliti~sj Paoific 
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Bell (pacific) arid GTE CaU,farilia (GTEC), undei' the new .: c; 

regulatory framework (NRF) .'i'heDecision aisoadopted p61ibl~8 . 
for the treatment ofttaditionai ratemaking adjustments f6~~these 
two local~xchar\ge carriers (LEes). TuRN tiled IttJ application 
for reheatlog (Application) 6.11 August 26,1991. 

RespOnSes were filed by. Pacific ~ndGTEC in oppOsition 
to the Application. A responsewasftled by Hel 
Telecommunications (Mel) in support of the Application. 

The Application requests ~eh~arit'1g 'ontw6 matters,,' 
First, TURN requests clarification of the procedure for accesS by' 
third parties to information determined. by the commission to be 
proprietary after the third party has signed a nondisclosure 
agreement. second, TURN alleges that th~ Commis.sion inco:rrect~y/ 
allowed, a sharing of costs between ratepayers. ,arid shareholders ' 
for expenses related to politicAl advOcacy, dues and donations'~ 

The responses of paciiloand GTECoppbse TURN oil " bOth , 
issues~ The respOnses of Mel supPorts TURN on the'issue of 
shared costs but does not address the issue of ac~ess by thi:td 
parties 'to proprietary information. 

Discussion. 

1. Access to Information. 

TURN urges clarification of the procedures for access' 
to information I which the Commission has date'mined to be 
proprietary, tor third parties who have signed rtondiscl08ure 
agreements. TURN contend's that conclu~16rts of LAw 30' aJ\d 31 and 
Ordering Paragraph 8 are irtcon8iste~t with the disoussion in the .. ' 
Decision at pages 34-37a, especially Footnote e on page 37 1 and 
as a result the intention of the Commission is unclear. 

TURN propOses changes to the c6nclusiorts of law artd 
ordering paragraphs which would allow access to information which 
has been designated as proprietary to'any third party so long as 
the party has signed a nondisclosure agreement. TURN argues 
that. 1) it would be inappropriate to ·completely precluda~ 
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access to non-competitors and 2) ,that there is '·absolut~lyho 
risk" 6f harm once the nondisclosure agreement is exeouted. 
('rURN'S Application for Rehearing, p. 3.) , . 

pacific characterizes TURN'lJ argument as requiring' 
access to iiltormation, designated by the Commission as' " 
proprietary and under protective order, by third parties who have 
sigrted nondisclosure agreements ·without further c()nditiofl~· 
(pacific's Responsel p.2.) pacific spends the rest of its 
argument elaborating on the burden on a party to demOl'lstratethat 
discoverable information must be relevant in a Commission 
proceeding. 

GTEC argues that some information may be so sensitive 
'that even if a third party signs a nondisclosure agreemerit,that 
the risk of intentional or inadvertent disclosure o£ such 
information to competitors is too great.GTBC also cla~ that 

, . 
since commission staff will have access to all monitoring , 
information the public interest in having the monitoring goal~o£ 
0.89-10-031 followed is assured. 

TURN is at least partially correct. The Decision must 
be in need of clarification since the parties seem to have 
misuildersto6d the procedure for dealIng with proprietary 
information. In order to clear up some olthe confusion, 
modifications should be made to the Decision. 

Although we are not bound by formal rules ot evidence 
in our proceedings, our rules require that ·substantialriqhts of 
the patties shall ~ pres~rved.· (Rule of practice and ptocedure 
No. 64.) TO accomplish this end, we may use the relevant 
~tatutes and cases as a guide. 

Normally, the olaimant of a privilege cannot be 
compeiled to disclose the information toa judge in order for the 
judge to rule on the claim. (Evidence Code seo. 915(a).)TO 
preserve the privilege, the information is p~esumed to be 
confidential. 

There are statutory exceptions for certain privileges 
which are protected only if the interest in secrecy ·outweighs 
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the necessity for disolosure in the interest of jUstice.-
(Witkin, Evidence, seo. 1088.) Trade secrets represents one of 
these qualified privileges, (Evidence Code sec. 1060.) In camtjra-' 
inspection 6f the material. in question by a judge is al1owedt6 . 
evaluate the merits of the c-laim and to set conditions on 
discioBure. (Civii Code sec. 3426 et seq., Evidence Code sec. 
1061.) The judge is given broad discretion to fashion protective 
orders, as neCeSSAryi 

Monitorinq information which is asserted to be 
proprietary should be afforded similar treatment. ~he judge in 
making determinations regarding what is proprietary and the scope 
of protective orders must balance competing considerations. This 
process has several steps, as described in the Decision. 

The process as described in the text on pages 34-37a 
and pages 61-63 has several steps 'which move from the initial 
designation of material as proprietary first by the LEes, subject 
to approval by the commission, to riondisclosure agreements 
between third parties and the LECs and then to protective orders 
issued by the Commission. These terms need to be used 
consistently to avoid confusion. The confusion arises, in part, 
because Conclusion of Law 31 on page 76 of the Decision uses the 
term ·protective aqreements· as well as the term ·protectiv~ 
order.· The first reference should have been to -nondisclosure 
a9reernen~s," Footnote 9 on page l7 also needs to distinguish' 
between the ptoprietary designation and protective orders. 

'l'he use ot the terms .. truly· in Conclusion of Law 30 on 
~age 76 and -highly restrioted- in Ordering paragraph 8 on pag~ 
95 to describe proprietary Inforltation adds to 'the confusion. 
There is no need for a class of -super-proprietary- information 
as is suggested on page 62 of the Decision. However, there may 
be situations where a protective order may limit which parties 
may have access to information, or at what time, or other 
conditions as the ALJ may deeJl appropriate. For example, certain 
proprietary information may have considerabie competitive value 
for a limited time period, without a change in the regUlatory 
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value of the information after the expiration of that time. 'Th'e 
LECs should have have an opportunity to persuade a judge tht:ltthe 
scoPe 6f discovery should be limited in such a case and that-'a 
protective order should be granted even where nondisciosute 
agreements have been signed. ~he burden should be On the LEe' 
seeking any protective order and needs to be balanced against the 
-substantial rights- of the other parties. 

It should alsO be noted that the designation Of 
material as proprietary and the scope of prOtective orders are 
separate issues. Since the interests of non-competing third 
parties are so different from competitors, and to the extent they 
are aligned with our requlatory purposes and customer concerns, 
even where information is designated as proprietary, theses6-
called third parties should have ready access to in£Or1natiot.~ 

In order to clarify the confusion which TURN has 
pointed out in its Application the Decision should be modifiecfas 

. specified on the attached pages. These modifications are minor 
in nature and are desiqned to clarify the original intention of 
the convnission • Additional hearings on the issue of access t6 i . 

infomation are unnecessary and the Application for Rehear!~g.of 
this issue should be denied. The policy of the commission will 
be elaborated as rulings are made implementing the monitoring 
decision. Just as any party seeking a protective order must 
follow Rule 61, any party aggrieved by an ALJ ruling on a motiOn 
related to monitoring information may seek review as provided for 
in Rule 65 of the Rules 9£ practice and procedure. 

II. Sharing Of Costs for Donations, Dues, political 
Contributions and Advocacy. 

TURN contends in its Application that the 
discontinuation of the disallowance for donations, dues, 
political contributions and advocacy (expenses) is contrary to 
law. They allege that the resulting sharing of costs between 
shareholders and rat~payers is in conflict with Pacific Tel. , 
Tel. v. Public Utile Comm., (1965) 62 Cal. 2d 634, 668-669 
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· (PT&T). TURN alsO refers to the argument raised in 'their . 
c6JRments, aild discussed il\ the Decision at pages 64-65, that 
Public Utilities Code sea. 1708 requites evidentiary hearings 
prior to thediscontinuatioJ\ of ,any ratemakituJ adjustments.' TURN 
arqUes that these adjustments affect both the setting of price 
cpas and the calculation of shared earnings, 

Pacific argues that the PT&T case involved traditional 
ratemakirig and nOt the ,calculation of sharable earnings in the 
c6ntext of NRF and is therefor inapplicable. pacific maintains 
that the efficiency incentive mechanism under NRF assures the 
prudent management of expenditures by the utility tor the benefit 
ot both its ratepayers and shiitehoiders. pacific argues that 
these adjustments do not affect the price cap but are 
appropriately reflected in shared earnings. 

GTEC joins p~cific in distinguishing PT&T as a -rate
fixing- case. GTEC also notes that most of the expensesrefefred 
to by TURN are booked below the line as a tesult of the adoption. 
of Part 32 ot the FCC's uniform System of Accounts, which was 
adopted in substantial part for intrastate purposes in D~88~12-
063. Therefore, most of these expenses ·will not be refl~cted in 
the calculation of GTEC's results of operations.- (GTEC RespOnse 
at p. 4.) 

MCI joins TURN's application for reheAring solely on 
the question of shared expenses tor Dues. MCI agrees with TuRN's 
teadidg of PT&T and asserts tha~ allowance of expenses would 
result in unjust and unreasonable rates in violation of Public 
Utiiities code sec. 451. HCI arques that althouqh the CAlifornia 
supreme Court did not discuss tha bAsis for its decision in PT&T, 
the issue implicates questions of the violation of constitutional 
rights of ratepayers under the First Amendment to the u.S. 
Constitution and Article 1, section 2 of the california 
Constitution. MCI relies on a New York case in suppOrt of this 
argument. (Cahill et al. v. Public Service commission and New 
York Telephone 5s6N.Y.S. 2d 940, 842-8431 112 P.U.R. 4th 240 
(N.Y. Ct. of Apps. 1990)1 U.s. cert. den., 111 S.ct. 344 (1991).) 
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Last of. all MCI considers the Decision's finding and conclusHi:ns . 
inadequate in violation of Publio Utilities code sec. 1705. 

. . 

specifically MCI qllestions the adequacy o£ the discussion in the 
Decision at pages 64-65 and the failure of Finding of ract-60,· 
Conclusion of Law S2 and Ordering paragraph 3.s. to explain what 
special circumstanc~s might justify departure from the part 32 
exclusion of expenses. 

~he PT&T case discusses the issues of donations, 
charitable contributions and service club dues st3parately from 
expenses for legislative advocacy, but dOes not reach the 
question Of political contributions. With reqard to expenses for 
legislative advocacy, the court concludes that ratepayers should 
have • ••• the opportunity to make their 6wn judgments on what 
legislative proposals they would or would not favor ••• • ~ithout 
citing any authority. (PT&T, pp. 669-670.) The ratiOnale for , 
approval of the disallowance of charitable donations cEllls such. 
expenses a form of involuntary and unauthorized tax levy and 
cites Maryland authority in support of this pOsiti6I'h (Chesapeake 
&: potomac Tel. Co. v. Public service Com. (1~63) 230 Md. 395# 187 
A.2d 475, 485.) The concurring opinion of Justice Mosk helps
elaborate the issue of c6rporate charitable-contributions. (P'l'&:T, 

pp, 676-677.) 
In city of Los Angeles v. Public utilities Commission 

(1972) 7 C.3d 331; 102 cal.Rptr. 313, the court reviewed and 
applied the PT&T case. The concurrillg and dissenting opinion of 
Justice Hosk in city of L.A. would have disallowed expenses for 
advertising relying on PT&T and using a similar tax levy 
rationale. 

We have referred to the various expenses at issue here 
collectively as ·expenses.· However, different issues ate raised 
by expenses for corporate charitable COntributions than for 
political contributions. The constitutional questions of free 
speech raised by Mel were not considered in the PT&T case. These 
are issues which not only generate heated sentiments, but are 
also likely to result in protracted litigation. 
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Therat16i1ale :f~rdi$allowiJ\g exPenses is more 
important than whether- it is done-in the· context of.tradJtional. 
rate-setting or NRF incentiVes. whether -ratepayers support -
~ct·ivitie~ which are cOI'lstitutionaily prohibited is an issue-
which transcends r~qulat6ry fralUewotks~ . 

GTEC a.cknowledgesthat roost 6f the8e-e)(~nseB ar~
booked below thtt line, but does not specily which ones. Het's 
criticism that the Decisioil does not explain what special 
circUIIstancesjustify it departutefrOni Part 32 is especially 
disturbing. 

Even though the issue of the discontinuance of the.-
disallowance was raised in the Decision and reviewed in the 
comments,· it was· not adequately resOlvedi _ MCI has raised new 
issues ~hichinerit further hearing. Therefore~.we wiil gtant· 
limit~d rehearing on discontinuation oltha disallowance for 
these expenses • 

1. Decision 91-07-056 is modified as specified iii the 
attaohed pages showing fltrikeouts and additi6ns to olarify our 
original int~ntiort regarding access to mortit6ring inlormatlon.~ 

2. Lim~ted teh~aring is granted on the discontinuatiori of 
the disallowance for expenses related .to donAtions, dues _ 
political advoCACY and c6rit:d.but!6rts. The rehearing should be 
limited only to brieii~q and oral argument at the discretion bf 

~ -

the AW • 
. 3. The limited rehearing should includa consideratioriOi 

-- the following issues. 

1. Asepatate explanatiOn of the rationale 
fot disallowance of each different 
category of expenses. h 

2. A review of the federai treatment of 
these expenses for interstate purposes. 
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Arevle\.t of the t~eatment of th~8e ' 
expetls:es ' in other states. 

" ' 4 te' conslde~tlti6l\';of the constitutional.' , 
, " questJ,o~'sralsed by ~he discontinuation' 

. of." the d~sallowance for these expenses. 

5. The 'd~v~lop~erit()'t criteria for devi~ti6if' 
from'part 32 treatment of these expenses. ' 

. - '. . ~,. - - "-

6. ' The, eft~ct OIl the calculat~on of price 
cap~' And s~ated earnings, 6f th~ , ., 
discontinuation of the disallowance for 
these expenses.. ' 

'7. Oth"er ~Eflated issues as the ALJ deems, 
appropriate. 

This 6rdet'i~ 'e'tte"ctive today. 
Dated February'S, 1992 at San Francisco"calttoritla • 
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DANIEL WID. FESSLER'-' 
President,' , 

JOHN B. OHANIAN 
PATRICIA H. ECKERT 
NORMAN D. SJiulorWAY' 

commissioners " 
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licensed information from unwarranted 
disclosure. • 

, , 
-"- .. -

, __ ,~,:, ' In this spirit, and consistent with curientCominf~8ion' 
rul~sI" monitoring information" like most public utility reports to 
the' COllU'nission, is open to public inspection unle,ss a proteotive 

, _ ,6r4e~' ~8 ,iBsu~d. ' Accordingly, we will prescribe the fo}.lowing --
, , , , p~ocesB, for the LECs to obtain an order or orders protecting '_, 

, particularly private data they want to hold proprietary under NRFt 

1. LECs will have 60 days frOm the effective 
date of this order to file motions for a 
protective order covering jata or reports 
they consider proprietary. During these . 
60 days and while these motions are pend- . -
ing, we will consider all mOni torinq ~ntor":,,, -
mation designated proprietary by Pacific or 
GTEC to be proprietary and staff (which 
must receive all monitoring reports and _ _ 
which always has access to all LEC data and 
reports) is instructed to respect the 
proprietary nature of the material. 

2. Following the normal procedures, and givlrig 
an opportunity for other parti~s to,file, 
answers to LEG. motions, determinations as, _' " 
appropriate will be made on the motions and 
staff will release material to interested; 
parties accordingly. 

3. paci£~c and/or GTEC may in future years 
file ~ additional motions for similar 
protection. All dAta and reports which,we 
originally determined nonproprietary wIll 
remain nonproprietary, however! pending 
outcome of such additional mot ons. 

8. The LEes may require that parties sign a nondisol08ur~ 
agreement to obtain any material on which the Commission places A 
proprieta~ designation absent a further a protective order. 
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T~e assigned administrative law judge, 
(ALJ), for gOOd cause shown, may, at any 

,time, make any ruling to designate material 
as proprietary and t6fashion protective 
orde~sto protect c6nfident~al, . 
prop~ietary, or l.1cEmsed information from 
unwa~ranted disclosure. 

pacific and GTEC are admonished not to abuse the process 
and to ask protection only where revelatioil of information would 
cause significant and irreparable harm. The judge sh6uldhave 
broad discretion in reviewing such regues'tB and in determining the 
scope of protective o~ders. 

In essence, the utilities will have an ailnual oppOrtunity 
to identify repOrts that should be kept proprietary and to provide 

. justification for that request; the 60-day period following the 
effectiVe dat'e of this order relates to reports that will be filed 
during 1991 and until the utilities, if they chOOse, tnakea motion 

,during 1992. We strongly pte fer to handle this motion, if n~eded, 
ort a conSOlidated basis rather than with regard to one ot-afew 
reports ~t a time, the utilities may wish to coordinate their 
motion with the delivery of the bulk of their repOrts in a giv~rt 
year. 

Just as we condemn the indiscriminate characterization of 
informati61'1 as ·proprietary,- we are determined to avoid abusa of 
our discovery pt6cess. To this end, parties seeking access to 
information judged proprietary must demonstrate that the 
information is relevant t6 establishing a faot 6r pOlicy contention 
before the Commission in a formal proceeding. 

VI. specific HOnit6ring Require.ents 

The bulk of the report is a 'discussion of the specific 
reports recommended by parties to be used As the monitoring tools 
designated in D.69-10-031, and recommendations by CACD as to the 
appropriate ~eports for each monitoring tool. 
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for ilondisolo8ur~ agreements. Third parties '~hould have stmH,Ar 
access upon execution of proprietarY'"friondisolosuretagreetnentsAs· 
recominertded by Centex. This places the burden on the LECst6~~ek 
a protective ag~eement order, iil those rare cases, when providing 
the information sought bya speoi£1c third party would cause 
irreparable harm to the LEC. This does nOt create a new class 6f 
-super-proprietary- information. It does place an additional, and 
fairly heavy, burden upon the LECs to demonstrate why third parties 
with a' legitimate, and not competing, interest should be denied 
access tOm6nitoringinfor 
nondisclosure agreement. 
c. CO!!puter tink 

oil once they have executed.· a 

GTEC believes that the proposed computer l.ink between the 
two LECs and CACD and DRA 1s unreasonable. G'l'EC disputes whether 
the benefits of this link outweigh the incoriveniertce and cost'to 
GTEC and Pacific, and whether the COmmission's monitoring abilJ.ties 
will ·be significantly improved t~ough such a link. GTEC also 
Argues that recurring a~ well as nonrecurring costs of th~ l.ink 
should be recoVerable in a z-factor filing. pacific concurs' on . 
this poirtt. pacific also would like clarification that the link is 
only available to ORA and CACD. 

citizens believes there are less expensive, more 
expeditious, and as-accurate methods of providing monitoring 
information; this would be through the use of modeDS and floppy 
disk~ttes. Citizens raises the issues of security, privacy, and 
proprietary information as cOncerns. Further, Citizens ask~ that, 
if a link is established, this method of obtaining moniioring 
information not be ~pplied to nid-size~ or smaller LEes if they 
propOse an alternative regulatory framework in the £uturei 

DRA would like the PO to clarify that ORA sh6uldbe 
involved in the computer link's development and that ORA should be 
provided with its own link. 
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.' ... . ... ~~ :~~~~~l~fad~;J<I~~t;\Idthe' iA~iori,,~~t:'f I't4;,ttl~9~ • 
~'conipu~er'link. ;·'tle will ola'rlly_~hat:<tne- (:6mp-il~er lin'](,:should'be, 
-,acde's'sibl~_t6,':DRA 'ai\d cACt)'iorail'1n6J'llioiing !nformatI6ri, '.and' onlY 
. toPM,Artd,CAC6.<we wIll not cbirim~nt()i\citl,z6n' 8 'requ~8't In:terms 

.. :·o(ap~licabll.lt.Y't6~IriaYleiari~·mid;"81zed LgCs as the$~companies 
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25 •. Streamlining ot reports should be accomplished as 
discussed in CACD'S Workshop II Report, and as modified by· this 

order. 
26. The streamlining of reporting requirements for paoifio 

and GTEC reduces the number o£ reports to those which are currEmtly 
needed for effective impiementatlon of the NRF. These needs should 
be re-evaluated in the 1992 review of NRF. 

27. - CACD, as the compliance arm of the Commission, is fully 
empowered to implement and is authorized under PU Code SSS82 to 
584 to obtain any information, from any utility, at any time and to 
make minor modifications, as may be necessary in the reporting 
requirements of the monitoring program from time to time in 
accordance with the spirit and intent of the NRF. 

28. At the commencement of the 1992 NRF review, CACD should 
produce a written assessment explaining who prepares each _ . 
monitoring report the utilities provide to bur staff, and what 
purpose-each of these iePorts serves tor the utility and·torth~ 
staff. In the assessment, CACD should recommend which reports, it 
any I should be eliminated. CACD should obtain the information it 
needs to develop its assessment and its recommendation from oRA, 
the Executive [)ivision, the safety Division, the Public Advisot's 
Office, the Consumer Affairs Branch, and the utilities. 

29. parties should have acceSS to all nonproprietary 
mOnitoring information, as anticipated by 1.96-02-047. 

30. pacific and GTEC may seek a protective order from the 
COllUDission to preclude third party access to traly proprietarY 
information based upon the ptoposed rule set forth herein. parties 
may respond to these ~6tions, and t~e ALJ may take legal argument 
or technical eVidence at limited hearings (if needed) on such 
motions. All monitoring information should be considered 
nonproprietary if no protective order is issued atter this prOcess. 
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agte~tfie~t:s 'with 'pacifig'andGTBC s'h'ouid'havttt\cde'iilj', toain.,::; , 
~afj~ert~dlY p~oprletary~atex-i81Bf6rwht¢hrt6 p'totect,tveorder '1s 
i8S~~d' by the'cotruni~siOlh'" " 

" •• _._:: : c 

" , '."32 _ 'H8j6~ sefvic,~ .1r\ter~uptionsshould be reported, in6nthly by 

pacific' ~lildGTEd • 

• ,' 
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v. The rate base. components and ptocedures 
(excludin9,beloW-tJ:1e-li~e services) 
recommended by CACD shall be used in the 

_ annual earllii1g8· calcul~tions. 

w. Future penalties impOsed on LEes will be 
implemented pursuant to.determinations in 
further orders6t this Commission as 
individual circumstances dictate. 

4. TwO copies of each monitoring report shall be sent to the 
CACO LEe K6n!t6rlog coordinator and two copies shall also be sent 
to the Director of DRA. 

5. CACD and the LEes shall continue with efforts to 
streamline reporting requirements. 

6. CACD shall produce, at the commencement of the 1992 NRF 
review, a written assessment explaining who prepares each 
monitoring report the utilities provide to our staff, and what 
purpose each of these reports serves for the utility and for the 
stafL CACO's assessnent shall recommend which monitoring reports, 
if any, should be elininated. ORA, the Executive Division, the 
safety Division, the Office of the public Advisor, the consumer 
Affairs Branch, and the utilities shall provide to CACD th~ 
informatio'n it needs to develop its assessment and recommendation. 

7. Pacific and GTEC shall work with CACO to develop the 
hardware and software necessary to create a direct computer-link 
with CACO. pacific and GTEC may recover their nonrecurring costs 
of setting up this computer link through a Z factor adjustment. 
This computer link will be accessed only by CACO and ORA. 

8. Within 60 days after the effective date of this order, 
Paoific and GTEC may file motions for protective orders, alorig with 
their respective mOnitoring reports, seeking to. preclude access to 
highly restricted proprietary information. If necessary, th~ 
assigned administrative law judge will schedule a hearing to take 
further oral argument or testimony on the motions, after having 
reviewed all timely filed responses thereto. All monitoring 
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irtf-t~'~tion '~h~i 1-~~b:ci6tt~;{(i~r~~~rionpr6pri~~ary -,1in6 -~r6t~¢t'i 'v~ -
'6rd~t:'-'l~ ,'iil-su~d- Aft$rth'ts,"hearlngprocesB7, a.bser;t' further " 
pr6c$'Ef!ding. _ ,_ ' 

-' ,''§.c'.:CACO'!El hetebydl~~C'ied 'to place 6nec6pyo£ 'ea.ch' of. the 
thre6,~rkBh6p-i'ep6rtB;t;6ge~her with any and all openinq tii\d'reply 
'coJim~nt8iec~1 \ted relati v~ 'tb -~ach()f the repOrts; ilr'theforinal 
, ttfeofth!s '~r~e~din9- '( I.S7:"11-()3l) • ' 

, , 1(). ' .. GTECarid paoifics'h-all file their respective annual 
sharable '~arriin9s cfAlcul~tioiu5'}990 irtaccotdartce with' this order 
on'tJt "befbre).ugu'Bt -2'3;' 1991. < 

This o~d-er is~ffeo-tlvet6day. 
Dc1tedJuly 24; 199i~ at san Francisco/ califoi"nla, 

PATRICIA H. ECKERT 
president 

G. MITCHELL WiLK. ' 
JOHN SO OllANIAN' 
[)~IEL trnl. FESSLER'" 
NORMAN [). SHUMWAY -' 

cOTilmissionfirs 

END OFATTACHKENT 
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